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With its campsite in the north of Germany, the VCP shows an opportunity to make sustainability and ecology conceivable for
children and adolescents. They live in faultless nature and learn
how to deal cautiously with water, animals and plants.

Arrival:
Easily accessible by train to Neuruppin than by bus via Rheinsberg
to Großzerlang. Another possibility is to travel by boat.

The campsite is awarded by the World Organization of the Scout
Movement (WOSM) as a “scences center”, as a sustained and
ecological study center in an awesome landscape.
The grounds are divided into different sections providing plenty
of space for 800 children and adolescents with up to 100 tents.
Two sanitary faculties are containing washing rooms and sanitation facilities (handicapped accessible). Camp fireplaces, large
wood supplies and building timber complete the infrastructure.

VCP Guide and Scout
center Großzerlang
The campsite in the
north of Germany …

The swimming area with two footbridges is a bit further away
from the camping areas. Parking lots for Busses and cars are provided. Several canoes and a sailing boat can be borrowed.
With the canoe station the VCP is a partner to the INTERRECIIICproject “Rural waters – tourism on the water”, and it is acknowledged as a DKV canoe station.
Additional information:
www.vcp-bundeszeltplatz.de
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Welcome to the VCP Guide and Scout center at
Großzerlang!
To be able to reach a campsite also by water is not
so usual. However, this is one of the special features of
our campsite at Großzerlang.
The twelve-hectare-sized site is located at the Pälitz
lake that is belonging to the Mecklenburg Lake District. It offers pure water amusement in form of swimming, sailing, paddling …

Experience nature:
The VCP Guide and Scout center is part of the national park Stechlin-Ruppiner-Land.
It combines many different landscapes, woods and
meadows, big and small lakes, meadow woods and
sandy areas. The reeds at the shore are an area of
retreat and brood places for aquatic birds and amphibians.
Many rare species live around the lakes.

Großzerlang is located in the German Federal State of
Brandenburg, about 100 kilometers north-westward
of Berlin. The nearest bigger villages are worth-seeing
Rheinsberg and Neuruppin.

The love for nature is a very special passion of the
scouts. At the campsite you can experience this with
all senses. We built accommodations for lizards and
rare insects like bee hotels and a dry wall.
Bats live in an old tower and rare pome fruit trees were
planted on a scattered fruit meadow.
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Tel.: +49 172 1997407
Fax: +49 33921 508909
bzg-info@vcp.de
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